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On the following pages, we have 
collected our latest product news 
as well as our well-known classics 
for the international hospitality and 
project industry.

From casual eating to fine dining –  
our large selection of colours, shapes, 
materials and designs will help you 
to make a statement in any kind of 
setting and to create memorable 
experiences for your guests.
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Dinner Mat Curve Curve StonewareCut&Serve Curve Wood Box Curve LIND CURVE

BORN AS OUR LOGO  
NOW SHAPING OUR DESIGNS

The CURVE shape represents our logo and defines 
a long number of our designs. It was born from a 
strong belief that simplicity lasts the longest, and 
a wish to create designs with an inviting appeal 
to be used on the table. Today the Curve shape 
stands as the ICON for many of our products. 

Soft to the eye, the unique, organic CURVE shape 
invites you to create inspiring table settings and 
to bring people together in a friendly and relaxed 
atmosphere. Introduce the CURVE shape to your 
table by using LIND DNA Table Mats, Stoneware, 
Wood boxes, Cut&Serve, and Candleholders.
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MADE IN DENMARK  
BY PREBEN LIND 

LIND DNA was founded in 2013 with the ambition 
to rethink interior design from a sustainable 
perspective. Behind the company is Preben Lind, 
who is also the designer and owner of LIND 
DNA. The fact that we have founder, owner and 
designer within the company ensures that the 
development of new design and interior concepts 
always originates from the heart of LIND DNA.

MADE IN DENMARK

All LIND DNA recycled leather 
designs are handcrafted in Denmark, 

ensuring unprecedented quality in 
every step of the production process. 

SUSTAINABLE DESIGN

Sustainability is at the heart of the 
LIND DNA strategy. Our recycled 

leather is made from 80% recycled 
leather and 20% natural rubber. 

CUSTOMIZATION

Our inhouse design and graphic team 
combined with our extensive range 
of colours provide great flexibility 

in supporting special customization 
ideas from our customers.

FLEXIBILITY  
& SPEED DELIVERY

Due to local production, delivery 
time is short for both customized and 

standard orders, which ensures the 
highest degree of flexibility. 

EASY TO CLEAN

The unique combination of recycled 
leather and natural rubber gives a strong 
and durable material, which is very easy 
to maintain, and which will keep its look 

and feel through continued use.

SHAPE / SIZE

With our very special inhouse 
production set-up, we can meet your 

wishes as for customization of size 
and shape. We can fit any setting to 

your tables and surroundings.
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RECYCLED LEATHER 

The bedrock of most of our designs is OEKO-TEX® certified, 
recycled leather. Sourced from surplus production from the furniture 
and fashion industry, the vegetable-tanned core leather is first 
granulated, and then pressed together with natural rubber from 
trees. The result is a recycled leather quality, consisting of 80% 
core leather and 20% natural rubber – a material that is not only 
incredibly durable and water repellent but also easy to clean. 
Lastly, the recycled leather is dyed with water-based colour  
and embossed with beautiful surface textures and patterns.
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A WORLD OF 
COLOURS, TEXTURES 
AND SHAPES

BUFFALO BULL

HIPPONUPO SERENE

Dive into our world and explore 
how we turn any table setting into a 
playground with endless possibilities. 
With thousands of choices in terms of 
expressions to match the occasion.
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SERENE - THE AUTHENTIC 

Leather SERENE is a very durable type of leather and 
differs from other LIND DNA qualities by being softer 
and more flexible, without compromising on strength 
and durability. The combination of these qualities 
makes SERENE stand out as our most authentic, high 
quality, leather type, which is very easy to clean due to a 
durable sealing coating. The material is 1,2 mm thick and 
consists of 80% core leather and 20% natural rubber.

Black

Hazel

Mole Grey

Moss

Anthracite

Nature

Ash

Cream

NEWS: SERENE LEATHER 

Using only the finest techniques, the soft recycled 
leather, SERENE, is an exclusive addition to the 
existing qualities created from 80% granulated 
surplus leather from the fashion and furniture 
industry mixed with 20% natural rubber from  
the rubber tree. 

The SERENE leather is available in all current 
shapes and sizes of table mats, and can be used in 
combination with any other products like the rest of 
our leathers. It is suitable for customization as well. 
SERENE comes with a beautiful surface structure, 
dyed with water-based colours, and is available in 
8 contemporary colours: Cream, Ash, Mole Grey, 
Anthracite, Black, Nature, Hazel and Moss. 
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NUPO - THE SOFT

Nupo is one of our most popular structures. It has an exclusive,  
suede-like surface, with a soft structure. Nupo is elegant and timeless 
- the perfect choice for almost any interior style. The material is 1,6 mm 
thick and consists of 80% core leather and 20% natural rubber. 

Midnight BlueCool Blue

Soft Nude

Petrol

PlumPurple

Rose

Burned Curry

Red

SiennaYellow

Anthracite

Black

BrownNature Dark Brown

Dark Blue

Light GreyMetallic Nomad Grey

Light BlueArmy GreenOlive Green Pastel Green Dark Green

Sand
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SilverWhite-grey Anthracite-grey Warm Grey

Black-anthracite

Sand Nature

Navy Blue

Light BlueForest GreenPastel Green

Olive GreenGold

Curry

HIPPO - THE 2-TONED 

Hippo is developed with inspiration from the world of 
animals and its characteristic structure with different 
depths creates a beautiful play between bright and 
darker shades across the surface. The material is 

1,6 mm thick and consists of 80% core leather and  
20% natural rubber.
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NUPO dark green/
NUPO olive green

NUPO midnight blue/
NUPO petrol

CLOUD black/
CLOUD brown

BULL warm grey/
BULL black

BULL black/
BULL brown

BULL cognac/
BULL black

CLOUD black/
NUPO metallic

NUPO army green/
NUPO nature

CLOUD anthracite/
NUPO pastel green

NUPO dark blue/
NUPO black

NUPO light blue/
NUPO light grey

CLOUD brown/
NUPO sand

NUPO rose/
NUPO light grey

CLOUD black/
CLOUD red

NUPO anthracite/
NUPO light grey

BUFFALO black/
BUFFALO nature

REVERSIBLE - 2 IN 1 

From quiet morning coffee to vivid weekend gatherings 
with friends and family, our unique reversible structure 
will turn your dining table into a playground with endless 
possibilities of expressing your unique personality - just 
turn your table mats over to create a new look, colour 
and setting to match the occasion.
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BULL - THE STRONGEST

Bull is one of LIND DNA´s strongest structures. The slightly 
thicker structure makes the material incredibly durable and 
easy to maintain. With a small, fibrous pattern, the surface 
has a classic leathery look. Bull is soft, durable and conveys 
a slightly polished look. The material is 2 mm thick and 
consists of 80% core leather and 20% natural rubber.

LACE - THE EXTRAVAGANT 

Lace is a half-glossy, half-matte, extravagant surface 
inspired by premium lace fabrics – the recognizable and 
playful structure will make a beautiful statement in any  
table setting. The material is 1,6 mm thick and consists  
of 80% core leather and 20% natural rubber.

BrownBlack

BUFFALO - THE RUSTIC 

With its large and natural looking pattern, Buffalo is an 
unspoiled surface, that brings a perfect foundation of rustic 
style to your table. Alternatively, it can beautifully balance 
out a more sophisticated table setting in a grounded and 
understated way. The material is 2 mm thick and consists  
of 80% core leather and 20% natural rubber.

BlackBrownNature

Red

NatureWarm Grey Cognac

Black

Brown
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LIND DNA offers a very large and versatile 
collection of products for the hospitality and 
project market - beautiful and functional at the 
same time. On top of that, we have an in-house 
design & graphic department to support our 
customers with special ideas and wishes.

We produce most of our collection in our own 
production facilities in Aarhus, Denmark, which 
secures a high level of quality and flexibility.

We offer many solutions within customization - 
exclusive and unique products. Whatever your wishes 
are, we can support and inspire you with products 

and designs that create your very unique style.

From custommade trays to table mats in unique 
colours and surfaces, coasters in special sizes, 
menu folders with embossing or embellishment 
(like stitchings), different opening & closing 
mechanisms for your menu holders or payment 
holders with your own logo on top - you name it, 
we make it.

Our goal is for you to make a statement in any 
kind of setting and to create a truly unique and 
memorable experience for your guests.

Time and time again.

CUSTOMIZATION AND DESIGN
WE DO...

All kinds of shape, colour and surfaces, your wish is our 
command.

We have five standard shapes, but we can make other 
shapes and sizes to suit your wishes and needs. If you 
have an idea for a shape, we will support and inspire you 
with products and designs in order to create a unique 
shape to match your idea. All our surface textures and 
colors can be mixed with shapes and sizes and we can 
therefore customize a solution to suit the desired style.
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LIND DNA’s recycled leather products are 
natural products (made of 80% Core leather 
and 20% natural rubber). To maintain their 
beautiful aesthetic appearance and great quality 
characteristics in the long run, it is important 
that they are treated correctly. The following 
instructions show you how:

Clean your recycled leather product with a damp 
cloth and LIND DNA’s cleaningspray. Recycled 
leather products are not dish-washer safe. Do not 
soak any of your products in water or soap. 

Avoid stains from certain foods and liquids - such 
as curry, saffron, paprika, chili, red wine and 
tannins - as they may result in permanent damage, 

if not removed immediately. Be extra careful with 
lighter leather colours. 

Do not place hot items, such as pots and frying 
pans on your products.

Do not fold your recycled leather products.

Avoid exposure to direct sunlight for longer periods 
of time, as this may harm the leather structure of 
your product.

Make sure to place your recycled leather products 
on dry and plain surfaces only. Be extra careful with 
oil-treated tables, as excess oil might be absorbed, 
if not removed immediately.

CLEAN&CARE

LIND DNA’s cleaning spray CLEAN&CARE  
was developed to perfectly clean your table mats, 
glass mats and other products in recycled leather.  
It brings back the beautiful finish of your 
product after use and adds a refreshing scent. 
CLEAN&CARE can either be sprayed directly on 
the surface of your product or on a damp cloth. 

ITEM. No. 3000

CARE GUIDE FOR LIND DNA RECYCLED LEATHER PRODUCTS 
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TABLEMATS
Our Table Mats are available in 
five standard shapes and several 
standard sizes. Apart from these, we 
do customized mats in whatever shape 
and size, you may require. 
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Standard sizes available
TABLE MAT CURVE S
W:24xL:28 cm

TABLE MAT CURVE M
W:31xL:35 cm

TABLE MAT CURVE L
W:37xL:44 cm

TABLE MATS CURVE

The Curve shape, easily reconizable as the 
traditional LIND DNA table mat, is available 
in three standard sizes: Small, Medium, and 
Large. Other sizes available on request.
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TABLE MATS SQUARE

The Square shaped table mat is 
available in three standard sizes.  
Special sizes are available on request. 

Standard sizes available

TABLE MAT  
SQUARE S
W: 28 x L: 28 cm

NEW: TABLE MAT 
SQUARE M 
W: 26,5 x H: 34,5cm

TABLE MAT 
SQUARE L
W: 35 x L: 45 cm
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TABLE MATS OVAL

The Oval shaped table mat is 
available in two standard sizes. 
Special sizes are available on request. 

Standard sizes available
TABLE MAT OVAL S
D: 26x33cm

TABLE MAT OVAL M 
D: 35x46cm

TABLE MATS CIRCLE

The Circle shaped table mat is 
available in three standard sizes. 
Special sizes are available on request. 

Standard sizes available
TABLE MAT  
CIRCLE M 
D: 30 cm

TABLE MAT  
CIRCLE S
D: 24 cm

TABLE MAT  
CIRCLE L
D: 40 cm
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TABLE MATS MONSTERA LEAF

The Monstera Leaf table mat is available in two  
standard sizes. Special sizes are available on request.

Standard sizes available
TABLE MAT LEAF S
W: 22 x L: 26 cm

TABLE MAT LEAF L
W: 35 x L: 42 cm
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REVERSIBLE MATS 

With a unique technique, we have created 
a two-in-one Reversible leather type with 
carefully combined colours and textures.  
The combinations are fixed and are perfect  
for table mats and glass mats in any shape 
and size, as well as for inlays, and menus. 

Available in all standard shapes and sizes in 
selected color combinations (see color guide).

Special sizes available on request.

NUPO army green / 
NUPO nature

NUPO light blue / 
NUPO light grey

NUPO antrachite / 
NUPO light grey

NUPO midnight blue 
/ NUPO patrol
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Standard sizes available
GLASS MAT CURVE
W: 11 x L: 13 cm

GLASS MAT SQUARE
W: 10 x L: 10 cm

GLASS MAT CIRCLE
D: 10 cm

GLASS MAT LEAF
W: 12 x L: 14 cm

GLASS MATS

Our Glass mats are available 
in four standard shapes and in 
all our different leather types. 
Special sizes are available on 
request. 
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MENU, WINE & 
PAYMENT HOLDERS

On the following pages we present our various 
collections of MENU, WINE and PAYMENT HOLDERS. 
All products in these collections are made from recycled 
leather and our wide colour palette enables you to 
match the collections to your complete table setting with 
beautiful colours and functional details that will impress 
your guests.

We design and produce at our own production facilities 
in Denmark, which secures a high level of quality and 
flexibility. This makes it possible for us to customize the 
products to your wishes and needs - and we take pride 
in inspiring you with new, unique designs.
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LISBON COLLECTION

LISBON comes with a ring binder mechanism that 
makes it easy to quickly browse through numerous 
pages - perfect for a large menu or as a binder 
with important information in hotel rooms. 

Page 44-47

PARIS COLLECTION

PARIS comes with an elastic string inside that 
neatly holds several pages in place and allows for 
easy exhange of pages. It has got a stud closing 
mecanism as standard.  

Page 42-43

BARCELONA COLLECTION

BARCELONA comes with a hand-tied leather cord 
on the backside of the folder, which holds serval 
menu pages securely in place.

Page 56-57

AMSTERDAM COLLECTION

AMSTERDAM is hand-stitched along the egdes 
and comes with sewn-on corners, which neatly 
hold menu pages in place. Pages can easily be 
exchanged. 

Page 64-67

NEW YORK COLLECTION

NEW YORK comes with steel rivets on the front 
and backside, and has got an opening and closing 
function in the back, allowing easy exchange of 
menu papers.

Page 54-55

VIENNA COLLECTION

VIENNA is hand-stitched along the egdes with a 
sewn-on piece of leahter at the top and bottom to 
hold the menu in place. It is perfect for two-sided 
menus and pages can easily be exchanged.

Page 62-63

THE COLLECTION OVERVIEW

AARHUS COLLECTION

AARHUS is a flip-over concept with a leather cord 
in the top, holding frontside and backside together. 
It holds numerous pages securely in place. The back 
side is made of two layers of leather. 

Page 68-69

OSLO COLLECTION

OSLO comes with an elastic string inside, that 
neatly holds several menu pages in place, and 
allows for swift exchange of pages. 

Page 58-61

LONDON COLLECTION

LONDON is a clipboard type of menu. It is 
available as a clipboard and as a folder with clip, 
allowing easy exchange of papers. 

Page 48-51

COPENHAGEN COLLECTION

COPENHAGEN is a collection of menu boards with 
an overlay of leather and studs in the top, which 
makes it easy to open and close the board. 

Page 52-53

ROME COLLECTION

ROME is a flip-over concept with steel rivets in the 
top, holding frontside and backside together. The 
rivets have an opening and closing funktion in the 
back. The backside of the board is made of two 
layers of leather. 

Page 70-71

BRUSSELS COLLECTION

BRUSSELS comes with a ring binder mecanism 
that makes it easy to quickly browse through 
numerous pages. It is with recycled leather outside 
and wool inside.

Page 72-73
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BULL cognac/
BULL black

CLOUD black/
NUPO metallic

BULL warm grey/
BULL black

CLOUD black/
CLOUD brown

NUPO dark green/
NUPO olive green

NUPO midnight  
BLUE/NUPO petrol

BULL black/
BULL brown

NUPO dark blue/
NUPO black

HIPPO DOUBLE 
black-anthracite

HIPPO DOUBLE 
anthracite-grey

NUPO army green/
NUPO nature

cloud anthracite/
NUPO pastel green

NUPO light blue/
NUPO light grey

CLOUD brown/
NUPO sand

NUPO rose/
NUPO light grey

NUPO anthracite/
NUPO light grey

BUFFALO black/
BUFFALO nature

CLOUD black/
CLOUD red

NEW:  PARIS COLLECTION 

PARIS is an elegant collection of menus/wine folders 
with a stud closing mecanism, which is easy to open and 
close. 

The simplistic folders, made from recycled leather, come 
with an elastic string inside, which neatly holds several 
menu pages in place and allows for easy exchange of 
papers. 

PARIS is available in size A4, A5, and a payment card 
holder. The collection comes in our double sided leather, 
which offer you the opportunity to play with different 
colours on the inside and the outside of your folders. 

Front A6PARIS A5 Folder
Front

Open size A5
W: 34 x H: 23,5 cm

Open size A6
W: 21,5 x H: 13,5 cm

Open size A4
W: 48 x H: 32,5 cm

PARIS A4
Front 

PARIS is available in the colours below.

PARIS payment card holder
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LISBON COLLECTION 

LISBON is a minimalistic and practical, yet elegant 
collection of folders that can be used in various  
different settings.

Inspired by the functionality of a classic binder, LISBON 
comes with a sleek black ring mechanism that makes 
it easy for your customers to quickly browse through 
numerous pages - perfect for a large menu or as a 
binder with important information in hotel rooms. 

As all of our menu folders, LISBON can be made with 
several different closing options. 

LISBON is available in size A4, A5 and a new A4 
special edition. The collection comes in all double-
sided recycled leather colours, which gives you the 
opportunity to play with different colours on the inside 
and the outside of your folder.

The new LISBON SPECIAL is perfect for hotel rooms  
or receptions as an informative folder. We have added 
an extra leather “pocket” for more visible information – 
e.g. safety instructions. This version comes with  
a closure option.

CONTINUED

LISBON Folder A5 
Front

Open size A5
W: 15,9 x H: 23 cm

LISBON Folder A4
Front

Open size A4

LISBON SPECIAL
Open size A4

LISBON SPECIAL
String & button closing
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BULL cognac/
BULL black

CLOUD black/
NUPO metallic

BULL warm grey/
BULL black

CLOUD black/
CLOUD brown

NUPO dark green/
NUPO olive green

NUPO midnight  
BLUE/NUPO petrol

BULL black/
BULL brown

NUPO dark blue/
NUPO black

HIPPO DOUBLE 
black-anthracite

HIPPO DOUBLE 
anthracite-grey

NUPO army green/
NUPO nature

cloud anthracite/
NUPO pastel green

NUPO light blue/
NUPO light grey

CLOUD brown/
NUPO sand

NUPO rose/
NUPO light grey

NUPO anthracite/
NUPO light grey

BUFFALO black/
BUFFALO nature

CLOUD black/
CLOUD red

Open LISBON SPECIAL  
with leather strap closure

LISBON COLLECTION

LISBON with leather 
strap closure

LISBON SPECIAL  
with leather strap closure

VARIATIONS

As all of our menu folders, 
LISBON can be made with several 
different closing options. 

Sizes: A4, A3 
Metal binder: black

LISBON is available in the colours below.
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LONDON COLLECTION 

LONDON is a contemporary collection of traditional 
clipboards with a twist - making it clear to your 
customers that they have come to a place that values 
improvement and rethinking of the status quo.

The collection consists of a simplistic clipboard version 
and a folder version.

The clipboard is available in size A4, A5 and A6. To 
ensure great stability, the backside is made of two 
layers of leather. It comes in all of LIND DNA’s single-
sided recycled leather surfaces and colours. 

The folder version is available in size A4, A5 and A6 
and can be made with an optional holder for a pencil 
inside. It is available in all double-sided recycled 
leather colours (displayed below), which gives you the 
opportunity to display different colours on the inside  
and the outside of the folder (displayed at page 51).

CONTINUED

LONDON folder with clip
Front size A4/A5/A6
A4 W:23xH:21,5 cm
A5 W:16,5xH:22,5 cm
A6 W:12xH:18 cm

LONDON clip board
A4 W:22,5xH:31 cm

LONDON clip board
A5 W:16,5xH:22,5 cm

LONDON clip board
A6 W:13xH:18 cm
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BULL cognac/
BULL black

CLOUD black/
NUPO metallic

BULL warm grey/
BULL black

CLOUD black/
CLOUD brown

NUPO dark green/
NUPO olive green

NUPO midnight  
BLUE/NUPO petrol

BULL black/
BULL brown

NUPO dark blue/
NUPO black

HIPPO DOUBLE 
black-anthracite

HIPPO DOUBLE 
anthracite-grey

NUPO army green/
NUPO nature

cloud anthracite/
NUPO pastel green

NUPO light blue/
NUPO light grey

CLOUD brown/
NUPO sand

NUPO rose/
NUPO light grey

NUPO anthracite/
NUPO light grey

BUFFALO black/
BUFFALO nature

CLOUD black/
CLOUD red

LONDON COLLECTION

With pencil and strap closing add-on feature.

VARIATIONS

As all of our menu folders, 
LONDON can be made with 
several different closing 
options. 

Sizes: A6, A5, A4 
Metal clip: black

LONDON Clipboard is available in all colours. 
LONDON folder is available in the colours below.
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COPENHAGEN COLLECTION 

COPENHAGEN is a contemporary collection of menu 
boards, inspired by traditional clipboards - designed 
with a stylish new twist. Instead of the clip, we have 
added an overlay of leather and studs in the top, which 
makes it easy to open and close the board within a 
heartbeat and allows for a swift and easy exchange of 
the papers inside. 

COPENHAGEN I and II are available in size A4 and A5. 
They come in all single-sided recycled leather surfaces 
and colours.To ensure great stability, the backside of the 
board is made of two layers of leather. 

COPENHAGEN II
size A4/A5
A5 W:16,5xH:22,5 cm

COPENHAGEN I
size A4/A5
A4 W:22,5xH:31,3 cm
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BULL cognac/
BULL black

CLOUD black/
NUPO metallic

BULL warm grey/
BULL black

CLOUD black/
CLOUD brown

NUPO dark green/
NUPO olive green

NUPO midnight  
BLUE/NUPO petrol

BULL black/
BULL brown

NUPO dark blue/
NUPO black

HIPPO DOUBLE 
black-anthracite

HIPPO DOUBLE 
anthracite-grey

NUPO army green/
NUPO nature

cloud anthracite/
NUPO pastel green

NUPO light blue/
NUPO light grey

CLOUD brown/
NUPO sand

NUPO rose/
NUPO light grey

NUPO anthracite/
NUPO light grey

BUFFALO black/
BUFFALO nature

CLOUD black/
CLOUD red

NEW YORK COLLECTION 

NEW YORK is a simple, yet sophisticated collection of 
menu folders, that perfectly mirror the high standard of 
food and beverage you serve.

The folders come in a portrait and landscape version, 
with steel rivets on the frontside and the backside. The 
rivets have an opening and closing function in the back, 
allowing you to exchange your paper menus easily. At 
the same time, they add a decorative touch.

NEW YORK is available in size A4 and A5. The 
collection comes in all double-sided recycled leather 
colours, which give you the opportunity to display 
different colours on the inside and the outside of the 
folder.

NEW YORK is available in the colours below.

NEW YORK Folder A4
Portrait
W:22,2xH:31,1 cm

NEW YORK Folder A4  
Landscape
W:30,9xH:22,4 cm
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BULL cognac/
BULL black

CLOUD black/
NUPO metallic

BULL warm grey/
BULL black

CLOUD black/
CLOUD brown

NUPO dark green/
NUPO olive green

NUPO midnight  
BLUE/NUPO petrol

BULL black/
BULL brown

NUPO dark blue/
NUPO black

HIPPO DOUBLE 
black-anthracite

HIPPO DOUBLE 
anthracite-grey

NUPO army green/
NUPO nature

cloud anthracite/
NUPO pastel green

NUPO light blue/
NUPO light grey

CLOUD brown/
NUPO sand

NUPO rose/
NUPO light grey

NUPO anthracite/
NUPO light grey

BUFFALO black/
BUFFALO nature

CLOUD black/
CLOUD red

BARCELONA COLLECTION 

BARCELONA is a clean and elegant collection of menu 
folders that perfectly add on to a unique and distinctive 
restaurant experience, in the highest quality.

The hand-tied leather cord on the backside of the folder 
holds several menu pages securely in place, while at the 
same time adding a beautiful detail to the simplistic design. 

BARCELONA is available in size A4 and A5. The 
collection comes in all double-sided leather colours, to 
give you the opportunity to play with different colours on 
the inside and the outside of your folder. 

BARCELONA Folder A4 / A5
Front
A4 W: 24,4 x H: 32,8 cm
A5 W: 16,7 x H: 23 cm

BARCELONA FOLDER A4 / A5
Back A4/A5

Open size A4/A5

BARCELONA is available in the colours below.
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OSLO COLLECTION 

OSLO is an elegant collection of menu/wine folders and 
a payment card, designed to add on to a truly exclusive 
restaurant experience to your customers.

The simplistic folders, made from recycled leather, 
come with an elastic string inside, that will neatly hold 
several menu pages in place. At the same time, it allows 
for at swift and easy exchange of pages.

OSLO is available in size A4, A5, a tall folder, a 
payment card and a double edition. The collection 
comes in all LIND DNA double sided leather colours, 
which gives you the opportunity to play with different 
colours on the inside and the outside of your folders.

The OSLO DOUBLE is a perfect solution with Menu and 
Wine card in one. This makes it easy and elegant for 
both you and your guests to flip the menu.

CONTINUED

OSLO Folder Tall
W:11,8xH:33,2 cm

Open Tall OSLO Payment Holder
W:9H:19 cm

OSLO Folder A4 / A5 
A4 W:22xH:33,2 cm
A5 W:15,5xH:23,6 cm

NEW 2-in-1 OSLO  
DOUBLE MENU
A4 W:22,5xH:32,5 cm
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BULL cognac/
BULL black

CLOUD black/
NUPO metallic

BULL warm grey/
BULL black

CLOUD black/
CLOUD brown

NUPO dark green/
NUPO olive green

NUPO midnight  
BLUE/NUPO petrol

BULL black/
BULL brown

NUPO dark blue/
NUPO black

HIPPO DOUBLE 
black-anthracite

HIPPO DOUBLE 
anthracite-grey

NUPO army green/
NUPO nature

cloud anthracite/
NUPO pastel green

NUPO light blue/
NUPO light grey

CLOUD brown/
NUPO sand

NUPO rose/
NUPO light grey

NUPO anthracite/
NUPO light grey

BUFFALO black/
BUFFALO nature

CLOUD black/
CLOUD red

OSLO COLLECTION

VARIATIONS

As all of our menu folders, OSLO 
can be made with several different 
closing options. 

Sizes: A4, A5, tall folder,  
payment card, double edition.

OSLO is available in the colours below.
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BULL cognac/
BULL black

CLOUD black/
NUPO metallic

BULL warm grey/
BULL black

CLOUD black/
CLOUD brown

NUPO dark green/
NUPO olive green

NUPO midnight  
BLUE/NUPO petrol

BULL black/
BULL brown

NUPO dark blue/
NUPO black

HIPPO DOUBLE 
black-anthracite

HIPPO DOUBLE 
anthracite-grey

NUPO army green/
NUPO nature

cloud anthracite/
NUPO pastel green

NUPO light blue/
NUPO light grey

CLOUD brown/
NUPO sand

NUPO rose/
NUPO light grey

NUPO anthracite/
NUPO light grey

BUFFALO black/
BUFFALO nature

CLOUD black/
CLOUD red

String and bottom add-on 

VIENNA COLLECTION 

VIENNA is a clever and detailed collection of menu and  
payment folders. 

The VIENNA menu folder - designed for two sided menus -  
is embellished with a hand-stitched frame along the edges  
and sewn-on pieces of leather in the top and the bottom to  
hold your menu in place. At the same time, the sewn-on pieces  
make it very easy to exchange the pages inside the folder.  
The menu folder is available in size A4.

The VIENNA payment folder is designed to match the menu 
folder in the best way possible. It is embellished with a hand-
stitched frame along the edges and has a sewn-on piece of 
leather in the bottom of the inner backside, with room for the  
bill and a credit card. 

VIENNA is available in the colours below.

VIENNA Payment 
holder 
Front
W:9,3xH:21 cm

Open

VIENNA A4
Open A4

VIENNA Menu A4 
Front A4
W:24,4xH:32,4 cm
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AMSTERDAM COLLECTION 

AMSTERDAM is a simplistic, yet tastefully embellished 
collection of menu and payment folders, that will surely 
set you apart from other establishments. 

The menu card is elegantly embellished with a hand-
stitched frame along the edges and sewn-on corners, 
that neatly hold your one-paged menu in place both on 
the front and back side. 

The menu folder also provides room for two pages. Just 
like the board version, it is elegantly embellished with 
a hand-stitched frame along the edges and sewn-on 
corners inside that neatly hold your menu in place. 

Last but not least, the collection offers a payment folder. 
The upper part of the payment folder can be flipped up to 
insert the bill and a card and then be flipped down again 
effortlessly to the lower part, with hand-sewn details. 

The complete collection comes in all DOUBLE leather 
colours, which gives you the opportunity to play with 
different colours on the inside and the outside of all designs.

CONTINUED

AMSTERDAM Folder  
A4 / A5
Front
A4 W:22,5xH:31,5 cm 
A5 W:16,8xH:22,8 cm

Open A4
A4 Folder available with 4 pages

AMSTER-
DAM
Payment 
holder
Front
W:9xH:18 cm

Open AMSTERDAM Card A4 / A5
Front A4/A5
A4 W:22,9x31,5 cm
A5 W:16,8xH:22,8 cm
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BULL cognac/
BULL black

CLOUD black/
NUPO metallic

BULL warm grey/
BULL black

CLOUD black/
CLOUD brown

NUPO dark green/
NUPO olive green

NUPO midnight  
BLUE/NUPO petrol

BULL black/
BULL brown

NUPO dark blue/
NUPO black

HIPPO DOUBLE 
black-anthracite

HIPPO DOUBLE 
anthracite-grey

NUPO army green/
NUPO nature

cloud anthracite/
NUPO pastel green

NUPO light blue/
NUPO light grey

CLOUD brown/
NUPO sand

NUPO rose/
NUPO light grey

NUPO anthracite/
NUPO light grey

BUFFALO black/
BUFFALO nature

CLOUD black/
CLOUD red

AMSTERDAM COLLECTION

VARIATIONS

As all of our menu folders, 
AMSTERDAM can be made with 
several different closing options. 

Sizes: A4, A3 

AMSTERDAM is available in the colours below.
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BULL cognac/
BULL black

CLOUD black/
NUPO metallic

BULL warm grey/
BULL black

CLOUD black/
CLOUD brown

NUPO dark green/
NUPO olive green

NUPO midnight  
BLUE/NUPO petrol

BULL black/
BULL brown

NUPO dark blue/
NUPO black

HIPPO DOUBLE 
black-anthracite

HIPPO DOUBLE 
anthracite-grey

NUPO army green/
NUPO nature

cloud anthracite/
NUPO pastel green

NUPO light blue/
NUPO light grey

CLOUD brown/
NUPO sand

NUPO rose/
NUPO light grey

NUPO anthracite/
NUPO light grey

BUFFALO black/
BUFFALO nature

CLOUD black/
CLOUD red

AARHUS COLLECTION 

AARHUS is an informal, yet upscale collection of  
menu holders that will make a great first impression  
on your customers.

It is an effortless flip-over concept that can be used 
in a landscape and a portrait version. It comes with a 
leather cord in the top, holding frontside and backside 
together. The leather cord - adjusted with an oak bead 
- will hold even numerous pages securely in place. To 
ensure great stability, the backside of the board is  
made of two layers of leather. 

AARHUS is available in size A4. The collection comes in 
all double-sided recycled leather colours, which gives you 
the opportunity to surprise your customers with an extra 
colour when opening the menu.

AARHUS A4
W:22,5xH:31 cm

AARHUS is available in the colours below.
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BULL cognac/
BULL black

CLOUD black/
NUPO metallic

BULL warm grey/
BULL black

CLOUD black/
CLOUD brown

NUPO dark green/
NUPO olive green

NUPO midnight  
BLUE/NUPO petrol

BULL black/
BULL brown

NUPO dark blue/
NUPO black

HIPPO DOUBLE 
black-anthracite

HIPPO DOUBLE 
anthracite-grey

NUPO army green/
NUPO nature

cloud anthracite/
NUPO pastel green

NUPO light blue/
NUPO light grey

CLOUD brown/
NUPO sand

NUPO rose/
NUPO light grey

NUPO anthracite/
NUPO light grey

BUFFALO black/
BUFFALO nature

CLOUD black/
CLOUD red

ROME COLLECTION 
ROME is an innovative and stylish collection of menu 
holders that will delight your customers, while choosing 
their servings.

It is a flip-over concept, with decorative steel rivets in 
the top, holding frontside and backside together. The 
rivets have an opening and closing function in the back. 
To ensure great stability, the backside of the board is 
made of two layers of leather.

ROME is available in size A4 and A5. The collection 
comes in all double-sided recycled leather colours 
(displayed below), which gives you the opportunity 
to surprise your customers with an extra colour when 
opening the menu.

ROME A5 w. rivets
W: 16,5 x H: 22,5 cm

ROME is available in the colours below.

ROME A4 w. rivets
W: 22,5 x H: 31 cm
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BRUSSELS I BRUSSELS II

BRUSSELS COLLECTION 

BRUSSELS is an accomplished and robust collection of 
restaurant and hotel binders in an upgraded quality.

The collection comes in two different versions - 
BRUSSLES I and BRUSSELS II - both with a strong wool 
lining inside and embellished with a hand-stitched 
frame along the edges. They come with a black ring 
binder mecanism inside, that makes it easy for your 
customers to quickly browse through numerous pages 
in a short time. BRUSSELS I is bound in recycled leather 
all the way around. BRUSSELS II comes with leather in 
the front and the back - allowing the wool to beautifully 
show at the spine. 

The collection comes in all single-sided recycled leather 
surfaces and colours. 

BRUSSELS I
Open A4/A5
A4 W: 23,5 x H: 32,8 cm
A5 W: 16,5 x H: 23,5 cm

BRUSSELS l
Front A4

Open A5BRUSSELS II
Front A4/A5
A4 W: 24 x H: 32,8 cm
A5 W: 17 x H: 23,5 cm
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CUSTOMIZATION 
OPTIONS 

ADD-ONS

Choose among different add ons to the 
design of your menu and wine holders. 

Pencil holder

String & botton closingInner slieve

Pencil & clip solutionStrap closing

LOGO EFFECTS

We offer embossment of customer logo, and of 
standard graphics such as: Menu, Wine and Drink. 
Embossment can be made as blind embossment,  
as well as with foil.

Embossment with gold foil Blind embossment 

Customized logo - Blind embossment Customized logo - embossment with foil
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VIENNA 

The VIENNA payment 
folder is embellished with a 
handstitched frame along the 
edges and a sewn-on piece 
of leather in the bottom of the 
inner back-side, with room 
for the bill and a credit card. 
Available in all double leather 
colours.  

Front size
W:9,3xH:21 cm

Open

PAYMENT HOLDERS

OSLO 

To match your menu or by itself, the 
OSLO payment holder is designed 
to hold a bill and a credit card for 
a discreet and elegant payment 
transaction. Just as the rest of the 
collection, OSLO is available in 
all double leather colours, which 
allow you to play with different 
colours to match your style.

Front size
W:9 x H: 18 cm

Front size
W: 13 x H: 21,5 cm
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Front size
W:11,5xH:21 cm Open

Front size
10,8x23 cm Back

PARIS

PARIS Payment Holder offers a 
discrete solution to the presentation 
of the bill. The folder is held closed by 
a stud closing mecanism. Inside the 
folder, you will find a small pocket for 
the bill and a slot for the insertion of 
credit card.

It is available in all our double leather 
combinations.   

BERLIN 

The payment folder is lined with strong wool 
on the inside and it comes with all single-sided 
recycled leather colours in the front and the 
back - allowing the wool to beautifully show at 
the spine. It is embellished with a hand-stitched 
frame along the edges and it offers two open 
pockets for the bill and a credit card inside.

The payment card comes with leather on  
the frontside and wool on the backside.  
It is beautifully embellished with a hand-
stitched frame along the edges and comes  
with two open pockets for the bill and a  
credit card on the backside. Available in  
all single colour leather.

Front size 
A6 Open 
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STOCKHOLM 

STOCKHOLM offers room for 
both the bill and a credit card. 
The flip adds discretion and the 
metal corners holds everything 
into place. Available in all 
double leather colours.

Front size
W:9xH:18 cm Open

AMSTERDAM 

The upper part of the 
AMSTERDAM payment holder 
can be flipped up to insert a bill 
and a card and flipped down and 
stay in place under the hand-
sewn details on the front. It is 
available in all double leather 
colours.

Front size
W:9xH:18 cm Open
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WOOD BOX 

Our lovely wooden boxes are not 
only suitable for snacks or storage, 
they can also serve as neat and 
unique payment holders. Sourced 
from European oak and treated with 
vegetable oil, these wooden boxes 
come in oak nature, smoked and 
black stained version to provide an 
exclusive look to your table setting. 
The lid comes in all our colours 
to either match your style or be a 
statement piece of its own.

WOOD BOX
CURVE

WOOD BOX
CIRCLE

WOOD BOX
SQUARE
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TRAYS
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BULL Warm 
Grey

CLOUD Antracite

BULL Cognac

BULL Nature

BULL Brown

CLOUD Light 
Grey

BULL Black

BULL Red

ALU anthracite ALU metallicALU bronze

TEA&COFFEE TRAY 

This is a functional and decorative aluminum tray, with 
an exchangeable recycled leather inlay, which comes 
with cut-outs for the different components to be placed 
on the tray. You can place tea, coffee capsules, sugar or 
snacks. The tray is available in anthracite, bronze and 
metallic. The small bowl is available in anthracite, and 
can be customized in other colours. The wood box has an 
optional lid made from recycled leather.

To make sure that the different components stay in place, 
the inlay is made in our 3mm recycled leather qualtiy - 
see colours page 87. Possibilities of designs are endless, 
and can be customized at a minimum of only 50 inlays. 
The holes for coffee capsules match the capsules from 
Nespresso, but can be customized to fit any type of coffe 
capsules.

TEA&COFFEE TRAY M
1 inlay w. cut outs
6 small bowls  
& wood box
W: 28 x L: 36 x H:2,8 cm

TEA&COFFEE TRAY M
1 inlay w. cut outs 
4 small bowls  
& wood box
W: 28 x L: 36 x H: 2,8 cm

TEA&COFFEE TRAY M
1 inlay w. cut outs 
2 small bowls
W: 28 x L: 36 x H: 2,8 cm

TEA&COFFEE TRAY M
1 inlay w. cut outs 
3 small bowls
W: 28 x L: 36 x H: 2,8 cm

TEA&COFFEE TRAY S 
1 inlay w. cut outs 
2 small bowls
W: 29 L: 29 x H: 2,8 cm

TEA&COFFEE TRAY S 
1 inlay w. cut outs 
3 small bowls
W: 29 x L: 29 x H: 2,8 cm

Tea&coffee tray is available in 
the colours below.

TRAY SQUARE M
W:28xL:36xH:2,8 cm

STANDARD INLAYS 
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ALU anthracite ALU metallicALU bronze

ALU anthracite ALU metallicALU bronze

TRAY SQUARE MINI
W:22xL:22xH:4,8 cm

TRAY SQUARE MINI 

This decorative aluminum tray is designed for 
smaller servings, as a permanent tray or for 
storing small accessories. The tray is decorated 
with an exchangeable recycled leather inlay. 
The aluminum tray is available in the colours 
anthracite, bronze and metallic. The leather inlay 
can be colour customized after request in all our 
available leather surfaces and leather colours.

METAL TRAYS WITH LEATHER INLAY 
INLAY IS AVAILABLE IN ALL STANDARD LEATHERS AND COLOURS.

The aluminum is available in 
the colours anthracite, bronze 
or metallic. The leather inlay is 
available in a variety of beautiful 
costumized colours.

TRAY SQUARE S
W:29xL:29xH:2,8 cm

TRAY SQUARE S 

This tray is perfect for small serving such as 
drinks, coffee or snacks. It can also be placed 
in a hotel room or at the reception and used for 
storage or to display selected items. The tray is 
made of aluminum and on the inside, it is covered 
with exchangeable recycled leather. 
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ALU anthracite ALU metallicALU bronze

ALU anthracite ALU metallicALU bronze

TRAY SQUARE M
W:28xL:36xH:2,8 cm

TRAY SQUARE M 

This beautiful aluminum tray is perfect for medium sized 
servings. Use it to serve breakfast to your guests or as a 
beautiful way to showcase accessories such as flowers 
or candleholders. The tray is decorated with a leather 
inlay that can be replaced as needed or wanted. The 
leather inlay is available in a variety of colours and 
surface structures and it is therefore possible to match 
the style you want. The tray itself is available in the 
colours anthracite, bronze and metallic.

TRAY SQUARE L

The TRAY SQUARE L is designed with a 
combination of aluminum and leather, 
which gives it a minimalist and modern 
look. The tray comes with a decorative 
leather inlay that can easily be picked up 
and cleaned. The smart leather inlay gives 
it a unique look, as you can choose from 
a range of colours to suit your style. The 
aluminum tray is available in the colours 
anthracite, bronze and metallic. Use the 
tray for decoration, storage or to serve 
meals for your guests in the hotel rooms. TRAY SQUARE L

W:37xL:47xH:3,5 cm
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ALU anthracite ALU metallicALU bronze

TRAY SQUARE XL
W:40xL:59xH:3,5 cm

TRAY SQUARE XL 

The TRAY SQUARE XL is designed to match 
a minimalist and modern look which makes 
it easy to fit in wherever you place them. 
The tray comes with a leather inlay that can 
easily be picked up, flipped or replaced 
with another colour or surface structure. 
The tray is available in the colours 
anthracite, bronze and metallic. Use this 
extra large tray to serve lovely and tasty 
meals to your guests or use it to display 
beautiful accessories.
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WOOD BOX
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OAK nature OAK smoked OAK black

WOOD BOX

Our beautiful wood boxes are designed from 
European oak and treated with vegetable oil, which 
make them suitable for serving snacks. They come 
in three shapes CURVE, SQUARE and CIRCLE- 
making size S suitable for storing our GLASS MATS in 
recycled leather. The WOOD BOX small comes with 
or without a lid in any recycled leather colour.

9796



Our beatiful Wood boxes are also available with a lid.  
The lid can be customized with all our onesided leather types.

CURVE BOX

CIRCLE BOX

CURVE SMALL 
W:12,5xL:14xH:3 cm

CIRCLE SMALL
D:11xH:3 cm

SQUARE SMALL
W:11xL:11xH:3 cm

WITH LID
D:11xH:3 cm

WITH LID
W:11xL:11xH:3 cm

WITH LID
W:12,5xL:14xH:3 cm

CURVE BOX WITH LID

CIRCLE BOX WITH LID

SQUARE BOX

CURVE MEDIUM
W:16xL:18xH:3 cm

CURVE LARGE
W:23xL:26xH:3 cm

CURVE SMALL
W:12,5xL:14xH:3 cm

CURVE WOOD BOX comes in tree different sizes. 
SQUARE and CIRCLE only come in size small.

CURVE BOX
MEDIUM & LARGE

CURVE BOXSMALL
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CANDLEHOLDERS
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MEET OUR MODULAR AND STACKABLE  
LIND CURVE COLLECTION 

Designed by Preben Lind and handcrafted in Denmark, the patent 
pending design of the LIND CURVE collection combines creativity, 
craftsmanship and honest materials in a reimagined candleholder 
concept with timeless appeal.

PILLAR FLOWERTRAYDOUBLE SINGLE PLINTHBASE
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SHAPE YOUR OWN DESIGN ICON 

Whether mindfully arranged as a minimalist 
sculpture, or an extraordinary dinner table 
centerpiece, the ever-changing nature of your LIND 
CURVE candleholder takes you on a life-long journey 
of collecting and shaping your own design icons.
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SILHOUETTE  
CANDLEHOLDER
Generously plated with genuine 
24K gold or chrome, the patent 
pending design of the SILHOUETTE 
candleholder collection combines 
classic idiom, craftmanship and honest 
materials in a beautiful candleholder 
concept with timeless appeal. 

Designed by Preben Lind and 
handcrafted in Denmark.

107106
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HANDMADE 
STONEWARE 
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STONEWARE 

Create a magical ambience not only for large family gatherings 
and festive occasions, but also for all the small meals and pauses 
throughout the day, with our handmade CURVE STONEWARE. 
The organic idiom of the CURVE STONEWARE collection lets you 
rethink how to serve your favourite food and allows you to play 
even more with the symmetry of your table setting by adding 
another dimension of curves to your table. Let your imagination 
run riot and compose your own unique table stories by mixing 
and matching your favourite stoneware colours. Carefully choose 
between sand, warm grey, navy blue and black. 
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LUNCH PLATE
W:19xL:22xH:1,5 cm

DINNER PLATE
W:30xL:26xH:1,5cm

PLATTER PLATE
W:30xL:35xH:3 cm

BOWL S
W:10xL:11xH:6 cm

BOWL M
W:20xL:22xH:10 cm

DEEP PLATE
W:19xL:22xH:5 cm
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CUT&SERVE
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CUT&SERVE 

Our CUT&SERVE collection of cutting Boards may have a soft, 
wooden appearance, but is actually made from compact laminate 
- a very strong and durable material consisting of multiple kraft 
paper layers pressed together with resin from trees. Mixing high 
aesthetics and functionality, the boards can be used as decorative 
serving boards for tapas or snacks. 

The CUT&SERVE boards are dishwasher proof, almost impervious 
to wear and tear and heat-resistant up to 180 Celsius, making them 
applicable as trivets for hot pots and pans.

DISHWASHER
SAFE MAX 180ºC
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CUT&SERVE CURVE S
W:21xL:25 cm

CUT&SERVE CURVE L
W:30xL:35 cm

CUT&SERVE SQUARE S
W:16xL:25 cm

CUT&SERVE SQUARE L
W:29xL:35 cm

CUT&SERVE CIRCLE S
D:24 cm

CUT&SERVE CIRCLE M
D:30 cm

CUT&SERVE BOARD
W:20xL:48 cm
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ACCESSORIES
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STICK HOLDER 

Our STICK HOLDER in recycled leather 
arranges your chop sticks beautifully and 
adds that little extra something that makes 
all the difference. Available in all colours 
and surfaces to fit your need. It is an 
advantage to choose the double-sided to 
be able to turn it and switch the colour.

STICK HOLDER
W: 4,6 x L:27 cm

CUTLERY HOLDER 

Our hand-sewn and double-sided 
CUTLERY HOLDER in recycled leather 
brings that extra touch of exclusivity to 
the table. Available in all double-sided 
colours and surfaces to complete the look.

CUTLERY HOLDER
W:8,5xL:26 cm
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NAPKIN HOLDER

Our napkin rings in recycled leather  
are a traditional item with a new look, 
embellishing the napkins beautifully on your 
table arrangement.

They are available in one-sided colours as 
well as double-sided colours to fit your table 
setting. The double-sided napkin rings are 
reversible with different appealing colours 
on either side and can be flipped to choose 
a different colour option every now and 
then.

LOOP
W:1xL:30 cm

LOOP BRIDGE
W:6xL:14 cm

CURVE SALT&PEPPER 

This is our SALT&PEPPER set, consisting of two 
small containers made from European oak, with 
a decorative and practical lid on top. All three 
pieces are coated with recycled leather. They can 
be taken apart and put back together as you wish 
- connected by invisible magnets. The recycled 
leather coating can be colour tailored, choose 
among our many different recycled leather 
colours and surfaces.

SALT&PEPPER
W:8xL:10xH:6 cm 
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NUMBER &  
TEALIGHT HOLDER 

The body of our NUMBER is solid European 
nature oak covered with recycled leather 
on both sides. Turn it upside down and use 
as a tealight holder to create just the right 
atmosphere at your table. Choose just the 
recycled leather colour and surface that 
matches your style.

NUMBER
W:8xL:10xH:2,5 cm

FRONT BACK

DOOR HANGER 

With a DOOR HANGER in recycled leather you can 
ensure a consistent and exclusive look throughout 
your establishment. Comes in all shapes and sizes to 
give exactly the expression you want. 

PLEASE M
AKE M

Y RO
O

M

DO
 N

O
T DISTU

RB

DOOR HANGER
W:8xL:26 cm
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BULL Warm 
Grey

CLOUD Antracite

BULL Cognac

BULL Nature

BULL Brown

CLOUD Light 
Grey

BULL Black

BULL Red

Work Mat and Mouse Mat are 
available in the colours below.

WORK MAT
NO STITCHING

WORK MAT
WITH STITCHING

WORK MAT & MOUSE MAT

The Work Mat and Mouse Mat are ideal 
for the conference center, the office and 
preserving front desk at the hotel lobby - 
both types of mats are made from 3 mm 
recycled leather and tested to ensure ideal 
friction when using a computer mouse. 

The mats are robust and durable in order to 
be used continuously. It is possible to choose 
with or without hand-stitched edges.

MOUSE MAT SQUARE 
 WITH STITCHING

MOUSE MAT CURVE 
 WITH STITCHING

WORK MAT SQUARE
WITH STITCHING

MOUSE MAT CURVE / 
NO STITCHING

WORK MAT SQUARE / 
NO STITCHING

MOUSE MAT SQUARE / 
NO STITCHING

MOUSE MAT
WITH STITCHING
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INTERIOR ACCESSORIES  
2022

CREATING A COMMON THREAD 

Our line of interior accessories carries a consistent design language 
that will create a common thread throughout your home, ensuring 
a calm and coherent home environment. The collection includes 
accessories that will help you organise your home and ease your daily 
routines. Usually, the form of the designs is very pure and simple, while 
taking a playful approach to the details that make the pieces stand out.
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PENDULUM 

Made from steel and covered in recycled leather, the PENDULUM 
CIRCLE is a minimalistic hanging design for your home, offering 
a perfect base for a few decorative objects or our magnetic 
Cone Candle Holders. The leather cords allow you to hang the 
PENDULUM from the ceiling in the height you prefer - enabling 
you to create engaging levels and dimensions in your interior. 
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FLOOR MAT 

Our floor mats come in three different shapes – all in 3 mm thick 
recycled leather. They add style and tactility to your kitchen, 
bathroom or living room, while at the same time protecting your 
floor from wear and tear. 

CURVE SHELF 

Designed in the recognisable curve shape, 
and coated with recycled leather, this 
minimalistic steel shelf is ideal for both 
decoration and storage purposes. Its open 
shape gives you easy access to all items 
from any angle. 
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WARDROBE  
2022

A WARM WARDROBE UPGRADE 

Breathe new life into your hallway or wardrobe. Bridging form and 
function, our wardrobe collection offers a line of unique pieces that will 
bring a modern touch and a warm welcoming feel into your home. 
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SWING 

SWING transforms European oak and a leather cord into a 
decorative and functional design solution for wardrobes and 
smaller hallway spaces. Combine it with our selection of hangers 
or hooks to display your favourite clothes and accessories. SWING 
only takes up very little space and with the adjustable leather cords, 
this is the ideal solution where space is limited. WALL SWING is a 
smaller, more minimalistic version of the SWING design – a hanging 
coat rack, mounted on the wall and in the ceiling.
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CURVE HOOK 

A minimalistic yet recognizable hook for 
towels and similar. Coated with recycled 
leather, available in two different sizes and 
two different colour options. Mounted easily 
with double adhesive tape on the back. 

S-HOOK

If you are looking for an alternative to the 
classic hanger, you might want to go for our 
simple and versatile S-HOOKS. 

WALL DOT 

Inspired by the curve shape, the WALL DOT is designed as a decorative 
and functional design for your wall. WALL DOT is made from oak 
and steel, coated with our durable recycled leather. With the flexible 
mounting and several varieties of colours and sizes, it is possible to 
create your own personal as well as practical piece of art on your wall.
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SMALL FURNITURE  
2022

ADD A SOPHISTICATED EDGE 

Our collection of small furniture is characterised by subtle lines and 
beautifully paired materials. The recycled leather combined with steel 
and wooden elements create the foundation for the entire series. 
With an appearance that is both simple and elegant, the furniture fits 
perfectly into any setting and adds a sophisticated edge to the interior. 

We strive for our designs to challenge and surprise you, why several of 
our furniture is cleverly designed as knock-down pieces – flat-packed 
and easily self-assembled – inviting you to connect and engage with  
the designs and enabling us to reduce our environmental footprint. 
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CURVE LOUNGE TABLES 

Our collection of Curve Lounge Tables is 
based on the classic design of our Curve 
Tables. The well-known curve shape invites 
an organic expression to your home and is 
the epitome of our design DNA. Two or three 
steel plates are connected by oak legs, and 
the inherent warmth of the wood adds a soft 
expression to the tables. The different sizes 
and heights allow multiple tables to blend 
together in formations - in any living room, 
lounge setting or lobby area.
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PICK-UP TABLE 

The portable PICK-UP TABLE is designed with a reversible, 
recycled leather mat on its top plate, making it possible to 
change the look of your table in a blink. Choose among a variety 
of different leather surfaces and colour combinations and 
personalize the expression of your table. The table comes with 
an aluminium Jewel in the middle of the table. 

TURNTABLE 

TURNTABLE is a simple and elegant side table, 
available in two sizes that can either be used 
separately or positioned in beautiful pairs or clusters 
throughout your home. Designed with a reversible 
mat on its top plate and a aluminium JEWEL, it is 
easy to change the look of your table. 
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STRAP TABLES 

Developed as a flatpack for stress-free self-assembly, STRAP TABLE 
is a unique combination of materials that are shaped into an iconic 
piece of furniture with great usability. The STRAP TABLE S has been 
sized up to a larger version, and both sizes beautifully combine 
recycled leather with oiled oak. With a small handle, the STRAP 
TABLE is easy to carry around and fits anywhere in the home – as 
bedside table, coffee table, next to a sofa or your favourite armchair, 
or simply as a statement piece.
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CURVE CHAMELEON TABLE 

CURVE CHAMELEON TABLE is designed with a black, lightweight steel 
frame for an understated appearance. The legs have a graphic angle 
and add a distinctive character to the minimalistic design, making it 
striking from any perspective. The table comes with a TABLE MAT CURVE 
L in recycled leather on top. However, as the name indicates, CURVE 
CHAMELEON TABLE offers an extra functional dimension, as you can 
change the table mat with any other TABLE MAT CURVE L.

CURVE COFFEE TABLE 

Crafted from a combination of black steel with 
recycled leather or wood veneer on the top plates, 
the CURVE TABLE will add a distinctive touch to 
an otherwise minimalistic interior. The minimalistic 
construction adds a sophisticated edge to your 
interior and enables you to create small sculptural 
clusters when placing them in pairs or groups.
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STOOL&TABLE 

The concepts of presence and 
togetherness form the basis for the 
STOOL&TABLE. The piece is practical 
in countless ways – as a side table in the 
bedroom or lounge area or as a seat for 
unexpected guests allowing you to simply 
sit down and be present. STOOL&TABLE 
is designed in shaped aluminium coated 
with recycled leather an oak rod.

STRAP TABLE CUT&SERVE 

Our curiosity in experimenting with materials 
led us to combine STRAP TABLE S with our 
CUT&SERVE boards, thereby materializing our 
new STRAP TABLE CUT&SERVE. Available in 
two finishes: ash and walnut, you can use the 
tables as decorative pieces in your interior or as 
an alternative way of serving food and creating 
engaging levels on the buffet or sideboard to your 
next family feast.

TABLE&MORE 

Let only your imagination set 
the limits with the versatile 
TABLE&MORE. Use it as a 
table or as a container for 
logs, blankets, magazines, and 
much more. You can even stack 
TABLE&MORE on top of each 
other and create your own 
personalized bookcase. 

BAG-UP STOOL 

The stackable BAG-UP 
Stool is designed to offer 
your guests a place to put 
your bag. It is produced in 
black steel and is beautifully 
covered with recycled leather 
on the outside. 
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FLAMINGO HIGH STOOL 

Long, sleek legs and an elegant outline 
define the FLAMINGO HIGH STOOL. The 
high stool is a versatile seating option that 
will add character and edge to your home 
- making friends and family want to linger. 
The seat is designed in solid steel covered 
with our recycled leather. The shape is 
curved to give it a great ergonomic curve.

BENCHES 

Our line of BENCHES brings a feeling of soft serenity to any space 
throughout your home thanks to the simple, graphic design. Place 
it in the hallway, at the end of your bed, or simply as a statement 
piece in any room. BENCH is available in two finishes – either with 
a fixed recycled leather surface or with a reversible, hand stitched 
cushion made of recycled leather on one side and European wool 
on the other side.
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CASES
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CASE: THE CAMBRIAN 

The Cambrian is dedicated to providing its guests with 
unrivalled service, and our design-task was to create an 
interior with authentic local colours and cosmopolitan comfort. 
Based on the stunning mountain surroundings and the elegant 
interior design, LIND DNA created a complete table setting 
collection of table mats, cutlery holders, tray inlays, menu 
and payment folders to complement the natural elegance of 
the surroundings. All in recycled leather with customized logo 
embossment. We know, it is the details that make the difference 
to the overall impression, and the work mats for the conference 
center made from recycled leather with hand-stitched edges, 
could make that extra impression to the guests of atmospheric 
Hotel Cambrian Adelboden.

CONTINUED
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Superior five-star design hotel in Swiss 
Alps with stunning mountainviews. The 48 
rooms and 23 suites have individually styles, 
restaurant, winter garden and bar. The 
Cambrian passionately believe that their 
guests should feel every bit as relaxed as 
they would in their own home.

CONTINUED: THE CAMBRIAN

CUTLERY HOLDER

DOOR HANGER 
“do not disturb” 
“please clean”

OSLO FOLDER A4
OSLO FOLDER Tall
VIENNA PAYMENT HOLDER

TABLE MAT SQUARE L 
Glass Mat Circle
Work Mat SQUARE XL

TRAY SQUARE M

work mats for the rooms

table mats for the restaurant

Embossed  
cambrian logo

PRODUCTS SUPPLIED BY LIND 
DNA TO CREATE THE SPECIAL 
ATMOSPHERE REQUESTED BY 

THE CAMBRIAN. 
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CASE: SILVERSANDS

GRENADIAN GRILL

The ambition of Silversands Grenada was to 
establish an overall, unique experience for their 
customers - in beautiful surroundings - where every 
detail is thought of, and thought through. Based 
on our design statement, sustainability philosophy 
and our quality products LIND DNA created a 
complete collection of menu, wine and payment 
folders to all the restaurants, hotel rooms and 

reception desks at the resort. To complement the 
beautiful surroundings, the colours of the collection 
was aligned with the beautiful green and blue 
Caribbean colour palette. All menu & wine folders 
was picked from our different collections to fit the 
specific needs, and made with different customized 
logo embossments in various sizes.

CONTINUED

ASIATQUE GARDEN TERRACE
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GRENADIAN GRILL

CONTINUED: SILVERSANDS

Hotel Silversands Grenada is an intimate five-star 
luxury resort with 43 rooms and suites, 5 beachfront 
villas and 4 hillside villas, and 2 globally inspired 
restaurants. A world where modern luxury and 
nature harmoniously become one.

LISBON A5

LONDON folder A6

LISBON A5

OSLO A5 STOCKHOLM 
PAYMENT HOLDER 

STICK HOLDER NAPKIN RING

TABLE MAT 
CURVE L

CURVE SALT&PEPPER

BARCELONA A4
STOCKHOLM 
PAYMENT HOLDER

AARHUS A4 

TABLE MAT 
CURVE L

PRODUCTS SUPPLIED BY LIND 
DNA TO CREATE THE SPECIAL 
ATMOSPHERE REQUESTED BY 

THE SILVERSANDS. 
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LIND DNA ApS
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